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INTRODUCTION

1. /Kftor the Annual Report of tho Eoonomic Commission fpr Africa

(BCA). has/been adopted by tho fourth session of the Commission, intro

ductory paragraphs will "bo draftod recording this fact, stating that :

the Report is submitted to the Economic and Sooial Council in accordance

with paragraph 18 of the Commissions terms of reference/ .

A. Organization of the Soorotariat

■ Staffing Position

2. Tho Eoonomic Commission for Africa during its third sossion, and

several committees of the General Assembly during its: sixteenth session,

showed considerable interest in tho staffing position of the BCA '"-;

Secretariat. Tho Exeoutive Secretary therefore considers it appropriate

to describe the recruitment situation in greater detail in this report

than" he has done in previous years.

3. At tho ond of 1959 the BCA Secretariat stood at 42 staff members,

of;whom-17 were in the professional category; at tho ond of I960 tho

total staff strength was 105, of whom 42 were professionals by early

1962, if tho Executive Secretary*s expectations are fulfilled, tho staff

will be approximately 220 persons, of whom 64 are at the professional

level. The 1961 manning tabl© for professional staff contains 70 posts*

4. As in previous years difficulties have been encountored in locating

qualified candidates, establishing their qualifioa-tions and in assuring

their arrival on the staff of the Secretariat at the appropriate time.

5. In Garly December 1961, the time at whioh these paragraphs were

written, the situation was as follows! :

Forty-six professional ataff members, of whom 18 weref:rof African

nationalities (some 39^) were occupying posts in the Sedro^a¥iat* : ■■■

These- figures do not inolude three staff memberst inolu^dirig tbe IJeputy

Exeautive Secretary, of African nationality who haveeither been balled

to other duty stations or were recalled by their governments betwe©'*i'r

July and Ootober 196"1. f"-- : ' : ';
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There were twen1y-four vacant posts on 30 November 1961. Three

outside'candidates and two United Nations staff members serving at

other offices'(all non-4.fricans) were" due to report for duty with BCA

in December 1961 or early 1962.

Offers of appointment Had been sent to 11 other outside candidates

whose qualifications met the recruitment requirements of the United

Nations Secretariat. Six of _these candidates were of African nationa

lities. Two other Afrioan candidates were_under consideration by the

Appcan-tmejiithand EEomdtion: Board at United Nations Headquarters, which • *'

i»ar the bodyt.refirpohsifer© for^ the final scrutiny of qualifications f6ir.--':

appointment*. .:■-.-■ •.. ■ ■■■■-.■;,. ..:- ' ... ■■'".' •^■■""- .

6>/ -If, :aM; <t£i tiiese canxLLdates- whom the Executive-Seoretary is anxious';

to :isee;30in^4hQfstaff;,^dQy in fact, report-for duty, the-:number of -pro- -

fessional staff will rise to 64, of which .26 will be persons of Afrio&n^

nationalities';.. . .■ i ■< .■.■■ -. ...■.; " :.-^ - u; .;

7« F.QT tfe remaining six posts on .the 1961 target -manning table, four

African-applican*.© were! under-;serious consideration. Exhaustive search ■•■

had faijed to produce qualified candidates, .for the remaining two posts.

8. To minimize the difficulties .of:assembling a^ualified staff in ■''■ + ■

t^e.:Qumbeir0 needed to-nveetjthejwork programme the Executive Secretary, :

with the oo^opera-ttonnstf United Naticto^ offices elsewhere, was. able

to take the following step/a: ' l-j-.. ■: .._:■ ..±<< :■ ■ -

.Seven regional vadv±kcrrs .were .ipravtdediAy.'thift Bureau of Teohiiioal

Assistance Operations, .©.-ye ,ln statistics and .two.; in the social field. ■.

BTAO also provided four directors for. statistical training centres. -

Two ffull-timja,.and three part-time staff members were provided by

PAO for the BCA/FAQ,Joint Agriculture Division^ . , ■ : . / .;, ....; .-..

Ifacperleiiced, s-taff: members, .mainly a*t» senior levels,, we're provided

from -Uni-tod.1Nations Headquarters to serve in-Addis Ababa to the extent

of four-teen-man-; months * - .>' ■;'& ■ ,!,:.:>,. »'■■>.' ■ ■■■'•. -■; .

The Executive Secretary was able to obtain the eervice& of- Highly

qualified specialists to serve on specific short term projects to the

extent of 53 man months.
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9* Reference waa made above to the difficulty of recruiting qualified

staff in; the numbers and at the rate required by the work programme.

Sustained efforts were maintained throughout the yean to locate, evaluate

and obtain the services of individuals qualified for and int©res-ted,in

■ serving1 at ECA. The Executive Secretary estimates that about 20$ of his

own time was given to recruitment. Additionally the reoruitment resources

of the United Nations Secretariat were engaged, including the personal

efj&rts of the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs, and of

the Director of Personnel. In addition to the regular circulation of

description^ of vacancies to all governments and in addition to

advertisement's in newspapers, the Director of Personnel sent a mission

to West Africa in May-June 1961 to search for candidates for United

' ifaHJi/ons*headquarters and for EGA, The mission found a few young men

'available who could be employed at the P-l level of professional staff

but1 wefore' assured by the governments concerned that, should the United

Nations employ them, they should return to their governments after, no

longer than a two-year period which is essentially required for. training.

No candidates were discovered for appointment to the more senior levels

of the professional category. The Executive Secretary, through his own

"efforts and those of his staff, iooated several suitable French speaking

Africans. Through these efforts one experienced French speaking staff

member joined the Secretariat in September and two junior officers were

offered appointments in November. One more officer (P-3) applied and

was offered an appointment but his government found itself unable to

release him.

10. The Executive Secretary has written to all African countries asking

for their full co-operation in the recruitment of staff in accordance

with Resolution 20 (II) on reoruitment of staff for the ECA. On

28 February 1961 he addressed a letter to the Foreign Ministers of all

French speaking African countries inviting them to send names of oandi-

dates for the vacant poets. Five of these countries replied. Four.of
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them reported that, because of shortage of qualified personnel they had

no candidates to put forward. The fifth country suggested the name of

a. candidate whose qualifications, however, did not meet the requirements

of the Secretariat. On 7 August 1961 letters were sent to all English

speaking African countries informing them of vaoanoies, available for

junior economists and statisticians. The only response so far has been

one letter asking for. further details.

11. The recruitment situation has been described in detail so that

members of the" Commission may be aware of the urgent need for the.fullest

co-operation, even at the cost of some self-sacrifice, in searching out

and eventually releasing qualified persons who are interested.in,joining

the Secretariat.

12. This statement will also serve to remove certain misapprehensions

which may exist. Thus it has been stated that no senior adminis.trra.tive

posts in the Secretariat are oooupied,by Africans. rThe Bxeoutive,.

Secretary would recall that his post (Under-Sfccretary), that of his

Deputy (D-l) (which has remained vacant since July in the hope that a

French-speaking Afrioan can be found), that of his Special Assistant

(P-4)) and three other P-4 professional posts are held,by Africans- In

addition* the post' of the Chief of the Division of Administration (Pt5)

was offered to an African in Ootober and the ..Executive Secretary, was

awaiting the acceptance of the offer.. An African is.-also being actively

considered for the post of Chief of the. Social Research,Section (P-5).

13* These are the difficulties encountered in recruiting from African

oountries, but recruitment from other parts of the world was not easy

either. Men and women qualified for work in the Commission's field of

specialization are diffioult to find beoause of the demand in their own

countries and in other regions. ......

14« Some delegates expressed the opinion at the third session and in

one of the General Assembly1 a Committees that th,e: Secretariat of the

Economio Commission for Africa should be Africanized. Geographical

distribution and Africa's need for know-how.apart, recruitment of

Africans for the Secretariat of the Commission will always depend on

the ability and willingness of the governments of the region to make the
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neoessary sacrifices. The policy of the Secretary-General and that of

the Executive Secretary has "been that suitable Africans ahouid "be given

preference until the execution of this policy reaches a point where it

clashes with the provisions and aims of the Charter or with the interests

of African development.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE SECRETARIAT

15- The structure of the Secretariat was as follows:

(a) Office of the" Executive Secretary;

(b) Research Division, comprising sections dealing with economic
research, social research and statistics?

(o) Industry^- Transport and Natural Resources Division;

(d) ECA/FAO Joint Agrioul-ture Division;

(e) Community Development Branch;

(f) Division of Administration, Conferences and General Services,
,r comprising a Personnel Office,. Finance Office, Library,

Registry, Secretariat and typing Pools and Documents Repro

duction and Distribution Unit. (The Language Section'has been
, moved administratively to the Office of the Executive Secretary).

B. . Summary of work done

■■■16* Some 21 technical meetings were held in the year under review,

attended by participants from most African countries. Reference is made

to these technical meetings in more detail in the Executive Secretary's

introduction in Section A of the frrbgtfamme of work and priorities for

19^2 and 1963. The Secretariat also provided advisory servioes for

various African'countries and helped in drawing up technical assistance

programmes. Status reports were received from the Bureau of Technioal

Assistance Operations1 oh national'teohhioal assistance programmes in

African countries in the field of ebonoini-o and social development. Some

comments were made on them but it is hoped that the Commission will bs

able to make a more extended and useful contribution in the future. The

Secretariat also commented on some■of-the projects proposed for United
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Nations Speoial Fund financing. .

17. The Executive Secretary was a%ked by the Sepretary-General to act

for his Speoial Representative in the Congo during the months of March,

April and May when the Speoial. Representative went to New York for con

sultations. The Deputy Executive Secretary was also detailed tp wprk on

the Congp at Headquarters and in the Congo itself where he assisted in

questions of public administration and matters related to the implementa

tion of the Security Counoilresolu.t4.pn of i21 February 1961.

RESEARCH DIVISICS

18. The aotivities of the Research Division increased in scope during

1961. In addition /to the collection an,d analysis of information, which

are part of the aurren-t programme of the. rPivision, work on continuing

proje&ts was ;carrie(i,:further >while new. projects, in.accordance with the

programme of work ancL j^ri-prities,, were undertaken. . ,;Xn comparison with

the previous year, more w;qrfc. has been done^pn ecpnpmic development and

■ 'j 'v^;*xade^ as, ,we.l;l aB-^pn.sc^ej more specifiR,problems in. the economic and

■ spci'al fieli." Moreovers'^i&je siatistioal Survey of-Africa and related

..--. activities.of the Sffcatis.tips; Section continued to make significant

! ": progress/- \TV is particularly worth noticing that the Social Section of

the Division, which had come into existence only in i960, was able to

develop its activi^tes- significantly during the past year.

.19. T]ae:,work of the division was by no- means cpnfinM *o:researph.

As in.-,the previous year, ac"tivities related to technical.!: assistance and

* training, advisory services and the conduct^of-.meetings and.working

0 groups-were especially significant in.the fielflootf statistics. These

activities, which were supported by :aey@rai,oregional advisers, are

■ •■■■,■ described in paragraph 104 below. Speoial'Jjeference'rsh.ould/be made in

.1.;.r.J. this-introductory section tp the considerable ^increase duxing-the past

, year;..in similar activities carried out in the economic and ■social fields.

. .Economists and.pther sooial scientist participated,in technical assistance

programming missions and, related ^-ctivi-ties -.in their fields* Moreover,

. -a number of meetings ;and working parties^ were held and a summer course

:for;Afrioan students in economics was organized in co-operation with the
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International Co-operation Administration. The conferences included

working parties on economic and social development) on customs administration

in West Africa and a workshop on problems of budget reclassification and

management. In addition, members of the Division participated actively

in the Regional Conference of the International Economic Association and

the UNESCO/ECA Conference on African education, and undertook preparatory-

work for the establishment of sub-regional oentres for training and

.research in demography and for the forthcoming workshop on urbanization

, problems in Africa. Finally, two projects of particular importance for

the region as a whole should be mentioned specifically : preparations

for the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning and the

study of the possibilities of setting-up an African Development Bank.

20. As in the previous year, staff members of the Divisior visited a

number of countries in the region, where they had full opportunity*to

discuss various problems with government officials and other experts.

These visits were also useful in the opportunities they offered for

collecting information, sinoe a regular flow of information to the

secretariat has not yet been fully ensured, . The lack of adequate

information together with oertain problems connected with recruitment

and the quick rotation of staff members was still a major source of

difficulty encountered by the Division in the course of 196l«

Working Party on Boonomic and Social Development

21. In the sphere of economic and social development, the activities of

the Division were largely, although by no means exclusively, devoted to

the organization of and preparation for the Working Party on Bconomio

and (Social Development held in January 1962 in Addis Ababa# The ground

covered, in accordance with the terms of reference of the Commission and

its, various resolutions, included the following three major points:

development policies and programming; the proposed Institute for Boonomio

Development and Planning; and the proposed African Development Bank. The

comprehensive work required for the preparation of the Working Party could

not be handled entirely by the staff members of the Division while, at the

same time, work on the Development Institute and Development Bank, by its
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i-.very nature, required consultations with experts thoroughly acquainted

with,similar institutions in other parts of the world. Three consultants

w&re engaged to assist staff members of the Division in the preparation

of-.papers. on development policies and programming, and further assistance

was obtained from the Department of Economic and Social Affairs aV

Headquarters and from the IBRD.- The Executive Secretary also appointed

a number of consultants and set up panels in order to review the

feasibility and the main_JLines of aotiflty of the two proposed African

institutions. {See the two-aoparate sub-sections on these projects,

paragraphs 25 ^-35)- On the other hand, members of the Secretarial

assisted the teams established by PAO for the preparation of its'Africa

-Survey and'one senior official participated in the final drafting at

PAO Headquarters in Rome. Reference should also be made to the parti

cipation of the Secretariat in the Regional Conference of the Inter

national Economic Association held ift Addis Ababa in July 1961. Staff

members took an active part in the disoussion and prepared one of the

basic working documents for the Conference. A revised version of this

document, which is entitled ^conomid Development in Afrioaj Aims and

Possibilities'!,will be published xif the forthcoming issue of the JBoonomio

Bulletin for Africa.

22. The work on development- polioifes and programming included the;

preparation of a number of working papers dealing with the following

broad subjects: 'Vstirvey of planning in Africa; comprehensive development

planning methods and techniques; social aspects of economic development;

sector planning and project formulatidn;, ,ancL proposals for further work.

It would be impossible to give Iiere a summary of findings or recommenda

tions contained in all the papers.-submitted to the Working Party, so that

brief mention only will be made .of the contents of two general papers

prepared by the Division, which served, in fact, as the main background

papers for the discussion.. Other basic documents prepared by the

Secretariat, such as the paper, on,,demographic aspects of economic

development and the working papers ,on the-:African Development Bank and

tHe African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, are

described in the subsequent sub—sections.
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23. The first general paper, entitled "Survey of Planning in Africa",

(document E/CH.14/BSD/4), was based mainly on the replies.to detailed

questionnaires which had been sent out to member governments in the

middle of the year. However, since not all governments responded, and

since some-of.the replies received were more or less incomplete, resort

had also to be made to other sources of information. The paper provided

the Working Party with factual material relating to institutional,

technical and financial aspects of planning, and was intended to

stimulate discussion and the exchange of views regarding the present

state of placing in the region. The firirt section of the paper, dealing

with institutional aspects of planning, proceeds by groups of countries

according to similarities in organizational structures-, the second section,

concerned with the formulation of plans also provides information on

planning techniques in countries which have already acquired some

experienced planning; the final section on financing of development

plans also deals to some extent with sources of development finance.

24...The second general paper entitled "Notes on a Method of Projection

in TrApioal Africa" (document B/CN.U/13SD/13) , discusses economic and

social, conditions prevailing in that part of the region in relation to

the choice of a suitable planning method. Various overall and detailed

models and combinations of these, have been developed in the coursed* ^

recent years for the purpose of development programming. However, th« ■-'-'

paper argues that the use of any of these models by a country depend6fr' ■

a great'variety of factors such as the existing economic struc^urfeV L^e ■■■

degree of the integration of the economy, the degree of depentonbfr on ex

ternal factors, the availability of statistical data and the level of

experience in planning. Most of these models, following the Harrcd^omar

example, rely heavily on a more or less wide range of relationships

between macro-economic aggregates, which are supposed to remain stable ■■-■

over a longer period of years. This, as emphasized in the paper, is

hardly a legitimate assumption in the conditions of Tropical Afrioa. ■

The approach to. planning in Tropical African countries should be mainly -

based on coefficients of the project'and industry levels, sine?"Om -;_

may be safely assumed to -fee more stable than coefficients relating tc -,
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more complex eoonomio aggregates. The paper concludes that one of the

most efficient methods of planning in countries "belonging to Tropical

Africa should be sought in an appropriate integration of investment

projects into the general framework of development targets which,-in

turn, should be "based on a realistic rate' of growth of total consumption

and on projected patterns of private consumption:" and' government expendi

ture. The main conclusions" and recommendations of the Working Party on

Economic and Social ^Development are presented -in an addendum to this

report, ■■-■•■'.■.,. .

African Institute for Boonomio Development and Planning ' '

25. Since its inception, the Commission has devoted considerable ' ':

.attention to. facilities required for training of Afrioan staff in tiie - '

field of economic development. The question of establishing a new :

institute was. discussed at the first session of the Commissionr'and/ at

its seoond.session the Commission requested the Bxeoutive Secretary to

study tp.e possibility of enlarging and strengthening existing institutions

or establishing new institutions for the training of African staff at '

all levels (resolution 17(ll)). .Finally, the Executive Secretary reported

to the third session that exploratory work was being undertaken for the

establishment of a new institute for training and research in economic

and social development.

26. In December 1961, the Executive Secretary convened a panel at the

Headquarters of the Commission to consider the scope and the functions of

an Afrioan institute for economic development and planning to be establi

shed under the,auspices of the Commission. This panel had before it a

working paper prepared by the Secretariat,the resolution adopted by the

l6th session of.the General Assembly on regional institutes for eoonomio

development and planning and an economic projections and programming

centra (resolution 17O8(XVl)) and documentation on the activities of ECLA

and BCAFE in this ^ f^eld.

27. The, working, paper, a revised version of whicii was presented to the"

Working Pa?$y on Economic and Social Development (see paragraphs 21-24

above), jfcakas into account views expressed by government officials and

1/ Report of the first session, para. 51- ■■•..-.
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representatives of African universities- It reviews the need for the

institute and concludes that in the initial phases, the institute should

conoentrate on training and related research. It also stresses that,

in order to meet the needs of African countries, the training activities

of the institute should reflect the major economic and social problems

encountered "by them in their development planning as well as the methods

whioh might "be successfully applied to solve these problems.

28. The working paper suggests that the Institute should attach top

priority to the training of government officials actually engaged in

economic and--social planning, either within a central planning organi

zation or at the departmental level. The Institute should also,however,

"be in a position to train university graduates who are expected to join

public or private administrations connected with economic and sooial

planning* .

29V Onoe the Institute is firmly established, its staff should be

prepared to provide advisory services to governments at their request and

to assist in the programming and implementation of technical assistance

activities of the United Nations in Africa. In this context, the working

paper refers to the intention of the Executive Secretary to make use of

the services of the Institute in carrying out the increasing responsibi

lities of the Commission resulting from the decentralization of the

activities of the United Nations in the field of technical assistance.

30. The Panel of Experts endorsed the general views expressed in the

working papers and made a number of concrete recommendations, parti

cularly in 'ihe field of training (see Document E/cN.14/128). Taking

into abcount the difficulties of finding suitable trainees who could,

be released by their governments, it proposed three different training

courses* a planning course of nine months, a general introductory course

of three months and a specialized introductory course of three months,

The Panel also considered the contents of the courses and put forward

tentative lists of subjects "to be taught. Finally recommendations

were made on other activities of the Institute such as the conduct of

seminars, the provision of advisory services and research.
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31- Very high standards, would be required on the part of the professional

staff of the Institute. The greater part of the teaohing material would

have to be prepared by the staff through its own research. It was also

noted that most of the staff should be.able to use both English and

French which the Panel assumed would be the working languages of the

Institute, Furthermore a high proportion of Africans on the staff should

be aimed at from the very beginning.

32. As regards the size of the Institute, the experts visualized a gradual

growth during a period of 5 years, at the end of which the professional -.

staff would include about. 15.senior officials, and ten assistants.

Suggestions were made on the. phasing of the various .activities of the

Institute in the course, of the period considered.

Afrioan Development Bank.

33. At its third session, the Commission requested the Executive Seoretary

"to undertake a thorough study of the possibilities of establishing an

African Development Bank and to report to the'Commission at its next

session" (Resolution 27(lll)). in response to this resolution the

Executive Secretary convened a panel of experts in October 1961 to consider

the possibilities of establishing such "a Bank, and a second session of the

panel of experts with^ enlarged membership was held in December 196l. The

report of the experts is before the Commission (Document s/CN.14/129).

It has previously been considered "by the Working Party on Economic and

Social Development (see para. 21 above).

34- The panel of experts had before it a working paper prepared by the

Secretariat'(Document E/CN.14/l29/Add.l)♦ The working paper described

the present availability of funds for Afrioan economic development, and

such recent trends and developments as might be of interest in contemp

lating the possibility of establishing an Afrioan Development Bank. The

working paper then described similar regional institutions which might

contain lessons for an African Development Bank, such as the development

fund of EEC, the Inter-Amerioan Development Bank, the Arab Financial

Institution and the Colombo Plan arrangements. The working paper then

discussed the possible sources of finance and the possible tasks and
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functions of an African Development Bank*

35* The panel of experts, in their repox-t^ advised that there was a

need and a useful place for an African -Development Bank.. The operations

of such a Bank would include the functions of hard loans, and equity

' "investment* soft loans and the administration, of special funds on a

trust "basis, Thoy advised that-the total, operations of the Bank should

."be of- the order.,of magnitude of 3800 to $1,000 million over five-years;

-■■. 'that African states should contribute at least half the share capital and

;;>;hold the majority of the votes? that the Bank should help to finance •> ■.;

>o±-jpitb3.1o as well as private entities; "but operate with the. approval of

^sGbDivrernraents, and that the. Bank should work closely with national develop-

,j;r.ipient-panics and similar national institutions. .

Public Finance

36. An article on government expend!ture End receipts in selected African

countries since .1950 j was published in the Economic'Bulletin;:for Africa

(.Volume I, Ho.2)> This article demonstrates that in most countries,

government expenditure on current and oapital accounts showed a tendency

to increase faster, i:.i relative terms, than most other major economic

aggregates. Moreover, the rise in government revenue lagged behind that

of current, expenditure so, that the contribution of the ordinary budget

to the financing of development expenditures became nil or negligible in

the course of the period considered, thus increasing the dependence of

the countries on accumulated resources and foreign aid. In many cases,

government current expenditure ros-3 significantly after independence,

which increased the outlays of the now states on such functions as

.foreign affairs, including representation in foreign countries, and

defense.

37. In vier .of..the crucial role of governments in the process of economic

and social devolopment, the Executive Secretary proposes to follow up the

general survey article published in the Bulletin by studies of specific

topics such as taxation and the cost of government services in African

countries. The preparation cf such studies would be groatly facilitated

by the availability of improved information on government transactions.
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This latter question was discussed "by Workshop on Problems of Budget

Reclassifioation and Management in Africa, organized in September 1961 j

in cooperation with the Department of Boonomic and Social Affairs at

Headquarters•

38. The workshop was the first of its kind to be conducted in Africa,

but the sixth in a series organized by the United Nations. It had before

it two manuals prepared by the Department of Eoonomio and Social Affairs

at Headquarters, one on economic and functional classification of govern

ment transactions and the other on programme and performance budgeting,

as well as reports on recent developments in budget reolassifidation work

in Afrioan countries. Moreover, a number of working papers were submitted

by the participants. The agenda of the workshop provided for discussions

of the role of governments and the purposes served by public sector

accounts, the structure and composition of the public sector in African

countries, reclassifioation of government transactions by economic and

functional categories and programme and performance budgeting. .A report

of the discussions (%/GK*14/ll7) is presented to the fourth session of

the Commission. The main findings and recommendations are summarized

below.

39. The workshop considered that a reclassification of government trans

actions along economic and functional lines would provide valuable

information for the use of policy makers concerned with general problems

of economic stability and development. It noted that the Manual for

Bconomio.and Functional Classification of Government Transactions as well

as the reports of similar workshops held in other regions, had served as

valuable guides in reolassifying government transactions, but recommended

the simplified form of current and capital aocounts presented in its

report to the countries of the region for their consideration. The main

items of these accounts, which represent a simplified version of those

inoluded in the Manual, could be adopted by Afrioan countries with no

impairement of the flexibility they need to meet their own internal re

quirements •
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40, It was agreed that a oross-olassifioation of government transactions

by eoonomio and functional categories would be very useful for purposes

of international comparison. The workshop therefore recommended that the

Statistical Commission of the United Nations should consider the possi

bility of preparing an international standard in this field and that,

pending the establishment of such a standard, Afrioan countries which

are starting this type of analysis for the first time should attempt

to apply the cross-olassifioation scheme presented in its report. The

workshop expressed interest in the concepts -and methods of programme and

performance budgeting, but doubted their applicability to all fields of

government activity in Africa. It reoomraended the Draft Manual for

Programme and Performance Budgeting to Afrioan countries for further

study and experiment and expressed the view that technical assistance

should be made available to governments desiring it for improvement in

budget formulation, oontrol and management. Such assistance was also

recommended for the task of reolassifying government transactions.

.41.; The participants ooncluded that the workshop had provided a welcome

amd useful opportunity for discussion and exchange of experience on

problems of budget reolassifioation and management. They reoommended

that another workshop should be convened to review progress made and

experience gained in reolassifying government transactions for polioy

purposes and to.discuss in more detail than at the present workshop,

problems of budget formulation, control and management, with special

reference to the need for relating activities included in the annual

budget to general development plans*

Demographic Aspeots of Economic Development

42. Since the third session of the Commission, the demographic work of

the Secretariat has included : provision of advisory servioes to member

governments in connexion with population census programmes and consul

tative visits to promote projects involving regional and sub-regional

cooperation and exchange of information on demographic activitiess the
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■preparation, of a Statistical Handbook on population; analytical studies

on African demographic problems and development 'of training and research

activities under the:two first points are described in the sub-section

■ on statistics (see paras. 104-112).-

,43* During the past year, two analytical studies were prepared. The

first study (E/CN.14/ESD/12) which was submitted to the Forking Party

on Economic and Social Development, discusses the relationship between

^demographic factors and economic and social development. The demographic

structure of the population of African oountries is indioated by referenoe

to its size, its distribution by sectors "'of the economy such as the

traditional/rural sector, the urban sector and the modern sector, its

composition in respect to economic participation and its relationship to

-available land resources and other factors of production. These data

provide a basis for assessing the economic and social elements of growth

models and are themselves component parts of such models. This paper

also, examines demographic factors affecting population growth and attempts

to indicate some of the probable changes in population in the coming years?

Finally, the major demographic factors, which need to be takeninto account

for purpose of economic and sooial planning, are desoribed .and evaluated.

44- The aeooal study was prepared for the workshop oh urbanization

(see.paras. 48-52). It examines the changes in recent years iri the

pqpuia/tion of African cities and the major demographic factors in the

urbanization process in the continent. ■ This study, which takes into

account: tfee. results., of demographic studies carried out during r-the past

decade, devotes particular attention to the differences in structural

characteristics between rural and urban populations.

45« The main findings and conclusions of the two studies undertaken in

1961 are necessarily tentative in view of the absence of reliable and

dottiprenensive information on African population. The Executive Secretary

proposes therefore to continue his studies in this field on the baBis. of

the information which will become available as a result of the population

censuses undertaken or to be undertaken in the majority of Afrioan

countries in connexion with the i960 world census programme.
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46. Demographic Work, such as field studies and analyses of ^problems

connected with economic and social development,can only "be expanded

through the provision of training facilities designed to increase the

number of African staff competent to undertake such work within their

own countries. The Executive Secretary therefore organized a training

course in cooperation with the Government of Ghana in the spring of 1961.

This course provided intensive training for officials from Nigeria, Liberia

and Sierra Leone who are to be engaged in the planning and organization of

the census operations in their countries in 1962.

47. It is hoped that this ad hoo project will be followed by the esta

blishment of two centres for demographio training and research, one for

North African countries and another for the countries of West Africa.

Preparatory work was undertaken in 1961 in consultation with the Department

of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters and with the governments

conoerned. The centres will be expected to concentrate on training and

related research of interest td the countries of their respective sub-

regions. Important tasks of the new centres will be to assist in re-

searoh based on the results of censuses 'undertaken in connexion with

the I960 world census programme and to provide African countries with a
,"j. ■„■."■■

nucleus of staff trained in the analysis and evaluation of demographic

data. In this context it" should also be noted that the statistical

centres for middle grade statisticians established in Addis Ababa and

Accra (see para. 105) include training in demographic statistics-'■ ■

... Urbanization

48*;.I*i accordance with Commission resolution l8(ll) and ECOSOC resolution

792-rj(-?^aC)» preparatory work was undertaken for a workshop oh problems

of urbanization to be conducted in the spring of 1962 in cooperation

with.the department of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters and

with..UNESCO, £L0 and WHO. Reconnaissance missions were organized -to

f,. documentation for the workshop and to investigate the needs for

^ssistance on urban problems. These missions visited nine

major African cities in West, East and Central Africa.
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45. The final plans for the workshop were prepared by an inter-agenoy

meeting in the summer of 1961. The participants will include national

and municipal officials representing members and associate members of

the CommiBsion. In addition, 15 African experts selected by the

Executive Secretary, on the basis of their experience in the various

aspects of urban problems were invited to participate in their personal

capacity. Five of these, experts also attended the meeting of the Standing

Committee on Community Development and Social Welfare (see para.126)
which provided a first opportunity to discuss the problems of rapid

urbanization in Afrioa. •

50. The Secretariat of the Commission prepared two reports on urbaniza

tion iri Tropical Africa, one for discussion by the Standing Committee on

Community Development and Sooial Welfare and the other for the workshop

itself. A preliminary draft of the latter report wa,s circulated to the

Department of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters and to the

specialized agencies concerned in order to provide a basis for the ^

coordination of the documentation for the workshop.

51. The report for the workshop includes a general analysis of problems

consequent upon rapid, urbanization, .supportdd. by and illustrated in

Several annexes. One annex is made up of maps and town plans,, with

comments describing the growth of towns in Africa. A statistical

inventory of cities is also annexed to the general report. These

cities have been selected owing to their importance and also to the

availability of data, gathered through extensive correspondence with

: looal authorities and private" firms in charge of public utilities. A

third annex consists of a bibliography of urban conditions in Afrioa,

brought up. .to date and expanded to include works published in English,

French, Hussian and other languages. In connexion with this work, a

municipal section was constituted in the library of the Secretariat,

consisting of reports and other documents issued on local problems,

many of them in manuscript form. Special maps, town plans, charts and

diagrams were drawn to illustrate the various reports on urbanization.
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52. Within the framework of its urban studies, the Secretariat published

an article in the Economic Bulletin for Africa (Volume I, No.2) on Lagos

and Leopoldville, a comparative study of urban conditions and problems.

The Secretariat also assisted in the preparation of a social survey of

Addis Ababa (see para.129).

Eoonomio" and social consequences of racial discriminatory practices '

53. At its third session, the Commission adopted resolution 26(lll)

Which requests the Executive Secretary to undertake "sub-regional

studieB-df -the economic and social consequences of racial discriminatory

practices on the mobilisation of all available resouroes for the balanced

econdmlo development of the territories within the geographical scope

of the Commission"'. In response to this resolution, the Executive

Secretary prepared a study covering seven countries of the southern, ■

central and eastern sub-regions of the continent. In general, this

study deals with countries which have multi-racial societies; in whioh

the local European community, although itself a settler minority group,

has been or still is the dominant political, economic arid administrative

group; which maintain strong economic and political ties with European

metropolitan powers; and where legislation is either overtly or covertly

aimed at racial discrimination.

34- The scope of the paper is limited to racial discrimination between

peoples of European descent, Africans, Asians and Coloured- Three types

of discriminatory practices are distinguished! restrictive and monopo

listic i.e. designed to establish and perpetuate the privileges of the

ruling and upper community; protective and protnotive, i.e. designed to

protect the rights of the weaker community from exploitation by the

stronger; and responsive to cultural, religious or other needs, eg.

separate- schooling for children of different races or languages. The

paper does not discuss the merits of "balanced economic development" at

any length, but considere the problems of discriminatory practices

from the viewpoints of interaction between inter-sectoral-balance or

imbalance and of the benefits or advantages derived by racial groups'; :
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In so doing, it relates the question of the integration of the various

groups to the general problem of'economic and social development and •

growth.

55". In order to provide a "background for iihe discussion, the paper

provides an overall description of population and economic activity

in the selected countries. Various characteristics of the population,

*uch as racial composition and the distribution of the economically

active by main branches "of activity,.an(1 ^7 pfoe, are related to the

economic structure.of each country illustrated by gross domestio product

by main sectors, gross national product or national income per capita

both in toto and by race, and the relative size and composition of.

imports and exports... This is followed by a description and analysis

of racial discriminatory practices in particular areas.

56. Since the question of land use is of utmost importance in develop

ing African countries, the paper describes the systems of, land allocation

and tenure together with legislation governing the division, of land along

racial lines. A picture emerges of the population pressure on the land

available.to Africans in certain countries and of the resulting acoelera-

tion of tlve rural-urban migration and its repercussions on a population

shifting between rural and urban living. The phenomenon of urbanization

raises also other problems peculiar to multi-racial, societies. Mention,

is made of legislation.governing the life of urban dwellers and its

effect on property ownership, movement and residence, housing and general

welfare. . ■■■.,■:-..: r. '> - .

57. In the field of education and training, the paper brings out. the

disparities in the number of schools available for each racial group,.

in school curricula, in expenditure on education and in sohool attendance

which is free and compulsory for one group and not the other. These

disparities hamper the natural development of human resources. The .

paper also examines racial discriminatory labour practices, such as ... .

job reservations, and the resulting restrictions on the mobility, ..

competitiveness, remuneration, and bargaining position especially of

African labour.. It conoludes that in. most oases the actual and jjotential
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skill of Africans is far from "being fully utilized or-developed and that

this cannot "but have serious adverse effects on economic growth and

integration.

58. In discussing general problems of national i'ncorae distribution,

standards of living and economic growth, the paper points out that

wide racial disparities in income distribution and the limited purchasing

power of Africans in relation to the aggregate national income and the

European share thereof are affected by several factors. These include

the industrial colour bar; racial segregation in education and training

which operates to the disadvantage of the great majority Of the popula

tion, thus affecting the general levels of skill and production; and

territorial racial discrimination which imposes, both in rural and

urban areas, restrictions on property and business ownership, to the

detriment of one sector of the population. In the Republic of South

Africa, which is by far the most advanced of the countries considered,

these factors are considered by many members of the European business

community as jeopardizing the possibilities of increased production for

the domestic market.

59» In some of the countries considered, recent developments indicate

several changes in official policies with a view to reducing or

eliminating areas of racial' discriminatory practices. In"this context

the paper stresses the fundamental importance of education and training.

Indeed, the effects of measures designed to remove subh practioes as

job reservations are increased significantly when accompanied by

determined efforts to expand educational and training facilities on a

non—racial basis.

Conference on Education

60. A Conference of African States on the Development of Education in

Africa, was held in Addis Ababa in May 1961 under the joint auspioes of

UNESCO and SCA and in consultation with the other Unitsd-fetions

specialized agencies. It was attended by 39 Governments and by observers

from a large number of governments, UN agencies and non—governmental

organizations.
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61. The Conference discussed the development of education in relation

to African cultural. a,nd socio-cultural factors, the educational needs of

African countries and education as a basic factor in economic and social

development. Consideration was also given to adult eduoation, prere

quisites in general education for specialized, technical and vocational

training; educational planning, the content and methods of school

eduoation and the training of teachers; the financing of eduoation;

and patterns of international cooperation for the promotion and imple

mentation of programmes of educational development.

62. An important result of the Conference was the agreement reached on

an outline of a plan for Afrioan educational development, embodying five

and twenty years programmes for the countries of Tropical Africa taken

as a group. This plan is based on educational objectives and priorities,

on estimates of current and capital costs and on broad assumptions

concerning such factors as the rates of growth of population and national

income and the proportion of government expenditure to be devoted to

eduoation in the coming years. The ostimates indicate that the foreign

assistance required to attain the established target would probably

increase rapidly until 1970 and then decline in the course of the second

half of the twenty-year period.

63. In establishing the objectives and priorities, account was taken

of educational requirements for economic and social development. It is

significant that the Conference, while confirming universal primary

schooling as one of the fundamental aims of any educational system,

attached top priority during the noxt five years to the expansion of

second level education, the limited scope of which was described as one

of the major existing obstacles to the rapid economic and social develop

ment of Africa, The Conference emphasized the urgent need for planning

educational expansion as a part of overall national development plans

and recommended.the establishment, in all countries which had not

already done so, of an inter-ministerial committee to be responsible

for the coordinated planning of economic and social development.
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64. The Conference, as a means of following up its work, recommended

that UNESCO, jointly .with EGA, should convene in 1963 a second .conference

with a view to reviewing.the short term and long.terra educational pro

grammes prepared by it, comparing and analysing national educational

plans and helping.in.integrating education in national development

programmes. In the meantime, UNESCO is.organizing missions to.several

African countries to assist in.preparing.eduoational plans. The

Executive Secretary proposes to lend his support, as appropriate, to

these missions and to maintain close contacts with UHESCO in respect

to all further activities in,this field.

' International Trade

65,/ .At irts -third; session, the Commission adopted a number of resolutions

on. problems1 ofrAfriTbani-foreign trade. The Executive Secretary was

requested to-'establish a Standing Committee on Trade (resolution 28(lll)),

to keep under constant review the impact of Western European economic

groupings- onAfrican7 economies' and to -undertake studies of "ways and

■means of promoting and organizing African trade (resolution 3l(lll));

to lend his assistance in the preparation for and the conduct of a

conference of African Businessmen (resolution 38(III)) and to carry out

an analysis of the various monetary systems used in Africa with referenoe

to their impact on intra-Africari trade (resolution 30(111)). Moreover,

the Commission requested the Executive Secretary to call a meeting of

Afrioan primary producing oountries to consider the position of the

agrioultufal'commodities which ar« of main interest to them and on which

actiori is most urgent (resolution 25(lll)); to present the views of the

Commission on commodity price stabilization to the CtCT and its group

of experts and to report on the 1961 price trends of principal commodities

of African countries (resolution 29(lllj).

66. In response to these requests by the Commission, the Executive

Secretary prepared in 1961 a report on developments in Western European

©conbmio groupings as far as they concerned Afrioan countries (E/CN.14/139),

a study on problems of customs administration in West Africa (S/CN.I4/STC-

WPCA/l) &r,d a study on Bast African trade (J3/CN,l4/l4O). A study on trade
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of African countries with centrally planned, economies was also concluded,

while reports on Commonwealth preference and on monetary systems are

"being prepared. The activities of the Secretariat in the field of

international trade also included a Working Party on Customs Adminis

tration in West African under the auspices of the Standing Trade

Committee and consultations with Government officiate in a number of

countries and collection of documentation. The Secretariat furthermore

took-part in preparatory work for the Conference of African Businessmen,

which has "been postponed until 1962. Finally, the Executive Secretary

complied with resolution 29(lll) and made arrangements for a meeting

of African primary producing countries. In carrying out these activities,

the Secretariat was assisted "by the. department of Economics and Sooial

Affair^ at Headquarters, by I3CE, and "by consultants. Valuable assistance

was. a£so provided by GATT, FAO, the Customs Co-operation Counoil and by

other bodies, including the European Economic Community (BBC).

Recent Development in Western European Economic Groupings

67. The report on developments in Western European economic groupings

is based on information available by 1 November 1961 and deals only with

the SBC and its relations with associated and third countries. The BPTA

has not had and will probably not have any direct implications for African

economies. Some tentative comments are made, however, on the implications

of the negotiations on membership of the United Kingdom and. other EFTA

oountries in the £E3. The developments in this field are moreover brought

"up to date in an information paper (s/CN.14/139 Add.l), the findings of

whiph may be incorporated in the final version of this progress report.

68. The principal developments relating directly to the associated

oountries took place in the following fielcLsi tariff and quotas* a new

agreement of association; financial aid operations;, and establishment

rights. The most important developments of a more.general nature of

interest for African countries are: progress made in the formulation

of a common agricultural policy} the agreement of association with

Greece! ^he negotiations with Turkey; and the negotiations;with the

United Kingdom. , ....
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69. The report devotes special attention to a new agreement of

association to replace the present convention which expires at the

end of 1962# The new agreement has still not passed the discussion

stage, "but the Commission of the EEC, put forward its proposals in a

detailed document in June 1961. This document notes that the present

convention has "been beneficial to the associated countries and that

the advantages offered under the new agreement should at least "be

equivalent to the advantages enjoyed at present. A balanced scheme

for tariff policy, financial aid and technical assistance is therefore

envisaged.;- The. new agreement should furthermore be flexible enough

to be adapted to'new^-developments in intra--African economic relations,

whioh may involve both associated and non-associated countries*

70- The reduotion of customs duties within the Community and the

introduction of a common external tariff for certain tropical produots

woul-d be accelerated. It is moreover proposed that the external tariff

:shx)uld be; reduced by 50 per cent for coffee,, bananas and cocoa, and

that quantitative restrictions in associated countries on imports from

member states and associate members should be eliminated from 1?63»

lit order to compensate for losses .inourr.ed by the reduction of the

common external tariff and the elimination of quantitative restrictions,

a set of financial operations ^.aa?e envisaged^ including a fund to .;.

alleviate price fluctuations on tropical agricultural products, direct

subventions for certain products, a production fund and new development

fund* the combined assistance amounting to. around ITS $300 million on an

annual basis. It is also proposed that tlie internal consumption taxes

inmember countries on coffeerand cocoa should be completely abolished

by 1965.

71* The agreement of association wijft Greece, which was signed.in July

196lt is also dealt- with in some detail since it may serve as a precedent

foxt;future association agreements to be signed. Concessions have been

made- by,1&e-. six to take oare of Greece's special problems. Thus, the

Gr.eekT.tariff reduction schedule has been extended to 22 years for certain

non-agricultural products and Greece may during the 12 first years
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introduce and raise tariffs in order;to protect Infant industries. A

protocol provides for loans up to US$.125 million to be made to Greece

over the first five years of the agreement.

72. In July 1961 the Commission of the BBC put forward proposals for a

oommon agricultural policy on a number of produpts, among whiohwere

fruit, vegetables, grains, fats, oils and wine* But,little .progress

has so far been made and it seems doubtful whether the time schedule

envisaged in the Rome Treaty will bs accomplished.

East African Trade.

73. The study on Bast African trade describes the development of trade

relations in this area in its institutional and economic setting. At

present Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika for a customs and currency union.

There is almost complete' internal freedom of trade and there are no .

restrictions on the movement of capital between the territories tod few

restrictions on the movement of persons. In addition to a "common customs

tariff there is a common income tax system' as well as oommon excise rates.

But there is no oommon economic policy5 each territory has its own budget

and development programme.

74. The existence of oommon economio institutions has stimulated the

growth of inter-territorial trade, t>ut moat trade still follows the

traditional pattern of a tropical dependent territory involving exports

of primary products to the industrialized part of the world and purohasee

from it of manufactured articles. Trad^"with neighbouring African-""■>■

countries has so far been small, aoo'ountinFfor not more than $ of -total

exports and 1$ of total imports. One of the ifost important aspects of

the commerce of East Africa is nevertheless its1 inter-territoriality.

This includes entrepot trade, performed mainly by Kenya, as well as

trade in local produce and manufactures. It is significant that this

latter trade has grown at least as rapidly as external trade throughout

the post war period. In I960, it accounted for about 14* of all imports

and exports.' There has been a marked increase in the proportion of

manufactured goods and packaged and processed foodstuffs being traded
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inter-territorially. With this change has come problems of losses of

customs revenue inevitably associated with a common market. All three

territories have lost somo revenue, but Kenya has gained considerably

more than tEe others from the inebme effects of industrial development.

75. In the post war period the balance of trade has been unfavourable

in most-years. There is also a persistent deficit in invisible trans

actions' and; accordingly a permanent deficit in the balance of payments

on current account; This deficit is financed by an inflow of capital

by both private ana-official bodies. The major item responsible for the

deficit on iihrlsible is the balance of international investment income,

which has involved net'average annual payments of about £6-7 millions,

most of them remissions'of profits by private firms. Kenya has a large

external deficit "in her balance' of trade? Uganda and Tanganyika have

surpluses,- These^are,however/f to some' extent offset by the inter-

territorial trade'^alinces-in which Kenya is in surplus and the other two

territories' in deficit;^As' far as invisible items on current and capital

accounts are concerned, there are considerable net payments to Kenya,

both from the outside world and from the rest of East Africa.

-. •-.. . m -.■ West African Trade

76. The^introductory part of the study on trade problems in West Africa

(B/CN.l4/i4O)^which is the main non-technical body of the report pre
pared for the Working Party on Customs Administration in,Dakar, gives

an aooount of the geographical,poll tic 1 and economic factors and

stresses the economic and financial importance of customs administrations

in the sub-region. The countries in West Africa derive more than 6Ofo

of all their budgetary income from indirect taxation, .most of which are

import and export duties. Generally speaking import duties,and taxes

oollected in West African countries may be said to have been basically

fiscal in character. Gradually the duties colleoted at the frontiers

have become more or less markedly protective in nature although there

are significant differences between the various countries and particularly
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between English-speaking and French-speaking countries. Calculations

show that the tariff incidences in the former countries in 1958.were

appreciably lower than the corresponding averages for their ,French- ■

speaking neighbours. ... 0 -<; » ". -■ .

77. The French-speaking countries may on the other hand be sub-^iyided ...

into two categories: those applying the high-rate preferential tariff. , ,,.

of former French West Afrioa and those applying.a non-discriminatory ... ...,

tariff at much lower rates. . Until the constitutional, changes ot 7195-8-59 ■■

the majority of t^e French-speaking states,.of the sub-region constituted

two federations, French West Afrioa and French Equatorial Africa,, eaoh,

with its own independent tariff. To conoerve the advantages of the

existing economic _entities and to maintain the free movement of goods,

the states belonging to the two federations concluded, agreements in ,

1959 on the establishment of two customs unions. At its present stage

of development the union originating from former French West Africa .

is more like a free trade area, whereas the Equatorial Customs Uni,on

appears to function satisfactorily. Following an .agreement reached in.

1961, steps are being taken to include the Camerouns in the latter Union.

78. The differences in incidences of taxes on imports and quantitative

restrictions on cheap sources of supply are the most important factors

aooounting for the sizeable variations in price levels of imported goods

in the various" 'tiouiitries of ¥e:st Afrioa. The tariff discrepancies which

exist between neighbouring countries provide considerable incentives to

smuggling," which has assumed largfe proportions and is extremely harmful

in some countries. Although there has "been no concerted action in

this field,* there' has', however, been a signifleant rednotion in the

price disparities, partly as a result of unilateral actions taken by

some countries anil partly1 from the general economic and financial

development. ■
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African Trade with Centrally Planned Economies

79* The study on trade of African countries with centrally planned

eoonomies analyses the actual development of this trade as well as some

problems of foreign trade policy and technique and organisation. For

the purpose of this paper, the centrally planned economies are considered

to constitute a distinct trading area. Only about 20-30$ of their total

trade is with countries outside this area* The trade with Africa does

not exceed 2-3$ of their total trade, of which the underdeveloped

countries account for about one-third.

80. In reoent years, the underdeveloped countries have inoreased their

share in the trade of the centrally planned economies. This is most

pronounced in the case of the USSR, Thus, in the last five years the

rate of expansion of imports from Africa was three times as high as the

average rate of imports from the rest of the world and that of exports

more than five times higher* A predominant position in the exports

of centrally planned economies to African countries is occupied by

manufactured goods, although the share of food, fuel and raw materials

is also high. During-the last, years manufactured goods have increased

their share. The bulk of the imports from Africa consists of food and

raw material's;

8l« "(She accession of the majority of African oountries to political

independence in recent years has not been followed by-^any~dramatio shift

in "the geographical direction of the trade of the Continent. About two

thirds of African trade is still concentrated on Western Europe- The

place of centrally planned economies is very modest. Their share has,

however, increased from 1950 'to I960 from 1»7 '""to 6*3 per cent in Afrioan

exports and from 2.0 io 3»8 per cent in African imports. Among the forces
. ; .f._ . ■ . ..... . . . , ■. . .. ■ ...

"behind this rapid expansion is "the credit offered "by oentrally planned

economies on rather favourable terms. Up to now credits granted to

Afrioan oountries are estimated at US&8O0 millions.
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82. African trade with centrally planned eoonomies is highly concentrated.

About 20 African countries and territories out of 44 have commercial re

lations with them and one, TJAE (Egypt), accounts for 70 per cent of total

African exports and 6jf? of total imports to and from this area. On the

side of the centrally planned eoonomies about 38$ of total turnover is

with the USSR, 1$ with Czechoslovakia and 17$ with Mainland China. The

^rade "between the two areas is organized on the "basis of "bilateral

agreements for a period of. one, three and occasionally five years, the

moat important types "being trade turnover agreements, payments agreements,

protocols on jnutual deliveries and agreements on technioal and scientific

pooperation. The external trade relations of the centrally plarjied

economies:is regulated by the state.through special ministries of trade.

Trading systems in.African countries on the other hand are more complex.

The export-impor:t transactions in the planned eoonomies are thus con

centrated in the hands of state foreign trade enterprises, using in

Africa the services of local firms and enterprises acting as agents*

. ..■*:■' Other Studies .

83. In-the course ,of the discussions on the impact of Western European

eoonomio integration it was felt that there was need for a thorough

appraisal of the existing preferential .arrangements*- affecting Africa.

The ad hoo Committee on the Impaot of Western European Boonomio Groupings

on African Economics (E/CN.14/lOO) suggested therefore that the Seore-

tari&t should study the impact of other preferen-fcial systems linking

countries in Africa with non-African countries and particularly the

Commonwealth pireferential tariffs. In accordance with this reoommenda-

tion, work was undertaken on a study of the Commonwealth preferential

system as far as it,: affects Africa, based essentially on the import

statistics of the United Kingdom* ..... .:

84. In response to resolution 30(lIl) work was undertaken on an

analysis of African monetary system with reference to their impact on

intra-Afrioan trade in particular and on problems of African economic

development in general. Information was collected from public bodies,
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inside and outside the-region and consultations were held with Govern

ment officials in a large number of African countries.

Standlnding Committee on Trade and Working
Party on Customs Administration

• 85. Preparatory work was undertaken for the first meeting of the Standing
Committee on Trade planned for the middle of 1962. The Executive

Secretary presented his suggestions for the activities of this Committee

in two memoranda circulated to members and associate members of the

Commission for their comments. Some have been received and correspondents
for the Committee iri various fields have been nominated by 36 members ana

associate members. A special information paper on the Standing Committee

on Trade is submitted to the fourth session of the Commission (B/CN.14/134).

86., The resolution establishing the Standing Committee on Trade envisages
the convening of Working Parties on a sub-regional basis. It was considered

that without Prejudice to decisions of the Committee, a Working Party on

Customs Administration fn W6B.t Africa to discuss harmonizatipn of customs

procedures and cooperation between Customs Administrations might be
convened before its first meeting.

87. The preparations for this Working Party, whioh met in Dakar from 9

to 13 October 1961, included a detailed, enquiry into the problems and

practices of the Customs Administrations of,West Africa on the basis of

a questionnaire prepared in cooperation with the Secretariat of the

Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs,and Trade. The

report identifies a series of important problems, some of which re

quired urgent action. In addition the Working Party had before it two

documents prepared by the Customs Cooperation Council,<CCC) in Brussels.

The^meeting was attended by 20 customs officials from 15 West African

countries and by observers from member countries outside the sub-region
and from QATT, CCC, the West African Customs Union and other bodies.
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88. After a thorough discussion of the various aspects of oustoms

administration in West Africa, including inter alia questions of nomen

clature, valuation, frontier traffic, transit arrangements and training,

the Working Party reoommended (K/GN.14/138): (i) that the countries of

West Africa whioh haye^ not yet adopted the Brussels Nomenclature should

use it as a basis for establishing their national oustoms tariffs, (ii)

the adoption of the Brussels definition of value at the earliest possible

opportunity, (iii) the organization by EGA of a panel of experts to

undertake a thorough study of transit problems in West Afrioa, (iv) the

conduct of a working party to examine regulations and definitions to

facilitate control of frontier traffic, (v) action by the various

oountries on exchange of information and reciprocal assistance on matters

affecting the control of: smuggling and fraud, (vx) the establishment of

a permanent body to facilitate cooperation between customs administrations)

and (vii) a iaraining course' f<o_£ oustoms officials from English-speaking

countries.

■■■ ' l ' Commodity ffrioo Stabilisation*

89« In response to resolution 25(lll) the Executive Secretary, in

Cooperation with;the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at

Headquarters and J1AO, engaged in preparatory work for a meeting of

'Government officials responsible for commodity stabilization and export

policy, including offioials dbnoerned with the marketing of specifio

products, to be convened in June 1962. This meeting would be expected

to consider agricultural commodities for which Afrioa accounts for a

significant share in world exports* It is proposed to invite represen

tatives from countries satisfying two of the following thtfee criteria*

(i) accounting for a significant share in African exports of one of the

commodities in question, (ii)' possessing a system of marketing arrange

ments for such a commodity, arid (iii) depending to a significant extent

on the export of this commodity.
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90. The documentation for this meeting is expeoted to include a,, report

on national price stabilisation measures and the international framework

within which they operate; studies of particular.commodities; and a •

report on recent developments in the CICT, concerning in particular the

question of compensatory finance for short term commodity fluctuations

and^papers to be requested from participants.

91« In accordance with resolution 29(lll), the Exeoutive Secretary

. prepared a document on the disousslon and action taken at the third session

of the Commission on problems of international commodity stabilization.

This document was. submitted to the.meeting of the CICT in.April 1961 ahd,

through CICT to its group of experts. The Executive Secretary also dis

cussed problems of commodity stabilization-with the Chairman cf the .CICT'

and the. Executive Secretaries of the other Regional Bconomle Commissions

at a,meeting in Geneva in'July 1961. A report on the discussion was

submitted to the 1961 summer session of EGOSOC. Finally a study of recent

price. trends of the principal commodities produced and exported, "by African

countries was included in the Eoonomio Bulletin for Africa (see para. 94)*

Review and Analysis of Current Trends

92. Two issues of the Economic Bulletin for Africa were prepared in

1961. The June issue oohtained articles on public finanoe in African

countries; national accounts in Afrioa and related ECA activities;

Leopoldville and Lagos (a comparative study of urban conditions); and

structure of the Congo economy by provinces (with speoial reference to ""'

Katanga), Since the contempts of the first three articles have been

referred to earlier in this report, only some of the findings of the

last- study, which deals particularly with tho important role played by

Katanga in the economy of the Congo need be mentioned. In 1957 Katanga

accounted, for about one third of the gross domestic product while

Leopoldville contributed about one-fourth and the other'four provinces

only 10 per cent each to total domestio production. The role of Katanga
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in external trade appears to "be even more important. In the 1956-1959

period the receipts from Katanga's exports amounted to almost half of

the Congo's total export earnings; and the relative share of its imports

constituted-about 40 per cent of the total imports of the country. The

share of Katanga in the country1 s exports and imports resulted in a

substantial surplus on its merchandise trade aocount, which, in the

same period, amounted to about $130 million par annum. However, it

would.be erroneous to■consider this surplus on the merchandise account

as indicative of tim magnitude of KatangaTs net' contribution to ihe Congo's

earnings of foreign exchange, sinee no allowance is made there for payments

jaade abroad by Katanga in respect of dividends and other invisibles. The

totaji value, of-these <p^rme'hW; -srtu^ very large in the Congo and particularly

in,:Kjata.*igav Is-estimated in- the -study > these payments absorbed about 66

per.eent .of the total export- proceeds tif theOongb during the period

1956-1959.V-and were almost e'<jua±-to the'total value of the merchandise
1 .....

iiapost? computed on anJf«o*bc "BaSi's,, '■ ' ; ■ :

::93*-;T)ie.dgft»*3?al:oonalusion of the "study is that however'significant has

;>een tjie- loss orithe net contributions of Katanga to the foreign exchange

earnings and to the public revenue-.;otf: the 'Oongps, it constitutes no more

than a^ faction pf the.^avy eooaomic rburuen; imposed on the country by

the interruption,of the poetical and ^conoraio; relations between that

province an^_thehrpst,pf_^he country,^ioe the early- days of independence.

S<lua1^■ impor:fcffA ^ X?®n'^e yconomio .daia&gs inflicted "oy the obstruo-
tion ?f;;5h9 ^adi^P^al.o^apn^ls ox ,trade. and even more no the economic

loss oausod liy,the^vipienj:,,-.social, disturbances and the general atmosphere

of uncertainty and lack,of seourity aooc;r.pairing them*

94. The second issue of the Bulletin contains, articles, on East-and Vest -

African trade (seo paras. M_9 73 and 16) an£ a .descriptive analysis of

current econondo_trends comprising chapters on World ^onomlo'Conditions,

Reoent Trends in African ^ade, and 1960/61 Trends in Prices-of Se-leoted--
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Export Commodities from the African region. Work on the Bulletin

encountered difficulties of the same nature as in- the previous year,

in particular the lack of adequate quantitative and qualitative

information needed for economic analysis. In this respeot no significant

improvement has "been recorded compared with I960, Serious difficulties

have been encountered even in the research unit in the field of foreign

tradej where information and statistics are generally adequate. It

has" riot "been possible to handle such basic questions as absolute levels

ofj and changes in production, consumption and investment. Even in

oases where information did exist, the Secretariat was not always able to

obtain it in time for the preparation of the Bulletin. Taken together,

"these points explain some of the major shortcomings in the first part of

the Bulletin. Thus the analysis had to be restricted to external trade

and commodity problems; there was no possibility of oarrying the analysis

beyond I960, except in those fields where information was available from

international sources; and eoonomio developments in some member countries

had to be completely omitted-

95» World economic conditions in 196*0 were less uniform, and on the whole*

less satisfactory than in the previous year* Owing to the decline in

eoonomio activity in North America and,to some extent,a slackening of the

paoe of expansion in western Europe in the second half of I960, primary

exporting regions as a group recorded a lower rate of increase in the -

volume of their total exports than in 1959* But, in contrast to 1959>

the avsrage unit value of exports from primary exporting countries did:

not 'deteriorate further in I960. This also fully applies to the African

region, so that the great discrepancy between the rise in exports in '•■

volume and value terms, which had characterized the year 1959j was not :

repeated in I960.

96. The most important development in trade, in both Afrioa and primary

exporting countries taken as a group, was on the import side. Again in

contrast to 1959) the year i960 witnessed an upsurge in import demand

in primary exporting countries, African imports, which had deoliried over
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the preceding interval, recorded between 1959 and I960, quite an impressive

rise of about 10 per cent. This rise, which was rendered possible by

increased export earnings accumulated in the, course of 1959j reflected

higher economic activity in African countries and, in particular,

increased .efforts, on tb.o part, of,governments to speed up economic develop-.

ment. In this respect it is significant, that more than in any other

primary exporting region, the increase in African imports in i960 was

concentrated on capital goods. Tat h.o>-ovo:. desirable in itself the steep

rise in African imports may be, it wag bound to produce a negative impact

on the combined balance of trad© of the region since exports inoreased

at a lowar rate. Total1 African exports, expressed as a.percentage of

total iifipotftS, rose from. eTAout 74 per cent in 1958 "to 8l Pe* cent in 1959*

In 1950, however, this .-po3?oentege wsnt down to 77 per cent* Since the

inflow of foreign capital, public and private, was not sufficient to

fill the enlarged trade "gap, the drain of-^ecarvos wliioh had been inter-

ruptediin.l959rr"-was resumed in l96Qf .. ■ .

97, A particularly disturbing features to which much attention is paid

,in the Bulletin, was the. trend, in.^riees o£ primary commodities in the

period:u£der-review* True .enough, the., rapid paco of economic expansion

in theolatter port of .1959 .and early,19^0 gave a strong impulse to trade^

in and;: consumption of j>?iin^ry oom^odities, but the rise in prices induced

by the-'-'ravival in world 4aicand wasS;0:1 the whole, c^icrt-lived and feeble.

Even, at the peak of ths industrial^booai in the early months of i960, there

wsre only one or two commooi.ties .showing shortages in spot-supply; in most

other cases aocbual or potential, surpluaos still overshadowed the markets.

The average lovel of prices of primary coi^modities entoring international

trade did not show any chango between 1959 ^ncl 196O._ But this apparent

stability concealec the divergent trond.s in the early months of 19,60 and .

in the remaining part of the year. In f&ctj a dopline in prices began

in the second quarter of I960,, and. was not halted before January 1961. ^

The Combined index of commodity pricss recovered again after January,

but the new peak. -att,.-.:.^ed in.-Me early summer was below that of I960;
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. it was followed-by a new decline, so that by- the end of September the

'■--:index was below the level reached a. year earlier. Judging by somewhat

inoomplete information on developments in the first nine months of the

year, it seems that primary commodity prices declined in the course of

1961. A more detailed account of-reoon* trends In prioes of the major

.African oommoditiee is given in the Bulletin, which also attempts to

analyse the prospeoiis in major obmmddity markets, ' ■■"

98, At .the suggestion of thef Government a "young official'■ of the Central

S-fcatistical'Office of Ghana was-seconded to 1;he EGA Secretariat for a

■ thro© month period dn o^iler to assist in its workori the "BuliWtin, and

■■air-the same time, to acquaint himself with the general organization of

-:the eeoretariat-anddts- research activities. The Bxecutive1 Secretary

would welcome further arrangements of this type, sinoe'-iney are of

mutual Venef^gnd oontfuMve, to closer, corporation between officials

of Africa^ governments and the secretariat, ...

... . . . ; ... . .: , Statistical Survey of Afrioa. ,

99. Throughout 1961. work has continued on the Statistical. Survey of

,Afrifo.a- The scope of this project.is very wide,, -It involves not only

the assessment of statistical progress made in member and associate

; member countries, but also direct assistance in drawing up statistical

development programmes, the establishment of faoilities for.improving

the supply of statistical staff at all levsls by means, of- training

oentres and fellowship schemes, the maintenance of a technical, advisory

service in statistical matters*.e^ohange-of information through study

^.ours and seminars, as yell as assistance and training in,data processing,

100. In the earlierf..part^of the year, the Secretariat continued to follow

up developments in the, pre^aratio:.vp.f; country statistical programmes and

.it was encouraging to,note iOjat, by.rtiie .time .th.e^;Second Conference of

African Statisticians .met in E¥Ld-196l?/. nineteen,governments.-had issued

;prqgrammes . for the expansion a^id improvement of - thoi^. statistical

services. The countries which did not submit programmes to the Conference
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were, in the main, those which had recently beoome independent or those

whose -statistical"-resources were very limited. It mu3t "be wtpected

that such countries will require more time "before they are in a position

-to. establiak firm plans. However, now that more statisticians are

available in the -Secretariat, it will be possible to maintain a closer

liaison with thes,e countries in order to assist in the assessment of

their requirements and give seme guidance in statistical planning. One

relevant point,* which was made clear at the Conference, is that a

country can prepare a realistic statistical programme only when its

v r internal situation renders this appropriate. The prerequisites are

. . a genuine demand for-quantitative data for planning-and other purposes

. . .plus the willingness-, and ability to allocate, funds for statistical

.development. , . .-:, • ■ -;;

' " Second Conference of African Statisticians

101. The Second Conference of African Statisticians met in Tunis from

26 June to T July 1961. Its report has been submitted to the Fourth

Session of the"Commission (E/CN.14/ll3) • The primary tasks of the

Conference were to revieti the progress- made in connexion

"with the Statistical Survey of Afrioa and to make reoommenAations for

"promoting future development. Prom the disoussions at the Conference

it was apparent that the general trend of statistical development in

Afrioa was enoouragingi Much of the improvement was due to increasing

: demand from statistical users of all types, in particular those

■ ' responsible for development planning. It was, however, stressed that

in formulating statistical programmes there 'was a need to anticipate

"•"°"'-1' the demand for data if requirements were to be met satisfactorily*

•r Otfter features of the progress made were the creation of permanent

'survey organisations, the establishment of statistical planning oommit-

'" tees and improvements in current statistical series. The most common

obstacle' to development was shortage of staff,and some countries also

reporteid lack of adequate funds. Technical assistance in the field of
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statistios was considered by the Conference in some detail, the principal

questions "being the supply of experts, methods of recruitment and briefing

and problems associated with the use of foreign technicians in new surround
ings.

102, The topic of principal importance was the training of middle grade

and professional staff. At the time of the Conference it was possible to

report progress which had been made in the establishment of permanent

training centres at Addis Ababa, Accra and Rabat. There was also the

prospect of additional permanent middle level centres at Abidjan and in

equatorial Africa and professional training facilities at Dakar, Accra

and in Bast Africa. Many countries stressed the need for training courses

adapted to local conditions and it was felt that this factor outweighed

the advantages of using overseas examinations as a means of fixing

standards of training. Other activities reported at the Conference

inoluded two meetings on national accounts, a study tour and training

centre on population census techniques,the BCA programme of external

trade statistics and BCA statistical publioations, including the

Statistical'Newsletter.

103. The future programme of work agreed by the Conference inoluded

working groups of experts and other projects for regional oo-operation.

Iri^l-961 it was agreed that there should be seminars on external trade

statistics and household surveys. In 1962 there will be throe seminars

dealing with industrial statistios, the adaptation of the standard

system of national accounts for use in Africa and agricultural statistios.

Also in 1962 there will be a number of sub-regional meetings of statis

ticians to ensure co-ordination of training arrangements and other

projects. There will be three meetings in 1963 dealing with capital

formation, balanoe of payments and food consumption surveys as well

as the Third Conference of African Statistical. Final arrangements were

made for a study, tour in UAE and Morocco in 196l and it was agreed

in 1962 the further development of the. training centres already referred

to should constitute the principal field of co-operation.
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Bogional Adviaory Service

104. This scheme provides for the establishment of a regional advisory

service of eight professionals consisting of three permanent staff

members, plus five regional advisers assigned under the UN tephnioal

assistance programme. In addition to the UN advisory staff the Pood and

Agriculture Organisation appointed one regional, adviser in agricultural

statistics in 1961 and intend to appoint a second one in 1962. It is

expected that those advisers will work as a team with the above-mentioned

advisory staff. During 1961 one of the permanent staff members, was re

cruited; a second is oryac-^.d to join in March 1962- The five regional

advisers assigned under the technical assistance programme comprise one

demographer ,two sampling experts, one expert on national accounts and

one expert on public finance statistics. The object of the regional

advisory scheme is to make readily available to African countries a short-

term consultative service offering specialised knowledge in speoific

subjects. It is intended to supplement existing forms of longer term

technical assistance. In the past delays in recruiting experts for

country assignments have often rendered the commencement of new projects

difficult and the use of regional advisers should help in overcoming

this difficulty as well as in providing the means of carrying out short

assignments for which long term recruitment, would not be appropriate.

Eventually it ir. proposed that some of the professionals attached to the

advisory service shall be permanently assigned to groups of countries in

west and equatorial Africa for the purpose of assisting those countries

in building up their statistical services and developing their programmes.

-.!'■• Training ■'■''

Ip5« „Since the outstanding need in developing African statistical ser

vices is for more trained personnelj sub-regional co-operation during 1961

was cqnoentrated.on the development of training facilities. Activities

in,this,field are desoribed-in more detail in the training seotion of this

. report,and only a brief reference is necessary here. A three-month training
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oourse in population census techniques was held .in Accra from;15; March

to 14 June 1961. A summer vacation oourse for university students in

household budget surveys took ".place in Libreville from 21 .August to v .

26 September 1961. Three training centres were established on a long- J
term basis in Accra, Addis Ababa and Rabat in October and November 1961"'

and preparatory work is now in progress for a fourth centre which is

expected to open at Yaounde in January 1962. Students, at the tcafnfn^ * .
courses, oornxngtrom countries other than those in which the centres are .

situated, are assisted by means of UN fellowships.. The. fellowship scheme "

has been further extended to include national training centres :suoh..as that,

at Abidjan. Results have been vory encouraging and, it has been necessary

to increase the number of fellowships, originally envisaged, in order to. ,- . /■
meet the"1 demand,

. ; ;: - r. -: ■■" / ; Visits to Countries ■ .

Programmes of visits .,to -African countries have been

both:the. permanent staff of the Secretariat .and the Regional

Advisers .£n ., cpnnpzion, with .projects coming under-the Statistical Survey

of Africa. Most North African countries have beeirvisitdd for work related

to study tours, local surveys, training and other arrangements. -A detailed

investigation of demographic work has been made in Wdst^Afrioa, while vis-its

in Eauajorial Africa, have been concerned with training activities and-7

assistance in developing national .statistical, sermces. Visits were mad©

to 2asI African oountries in connexion with assistarioo in existing statistical
projects. : ^ _,, .,.. .,.. ;

Continued process in -exchanging information designed to spread

knowledge of and develop statistioal techniques

107. The Statistioal Newsletter, although originally intended to be pub

lished twice a year,wa^j^liahed quarterly during,lQ6l. On the/recommenda

tion of the Second Conference of African Statisticians it is proposed to ■
continue quarterly publioa^on. ...... .. .,.,- , ; .
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108. A' study tour was held in Tunisia," in co-operation with the Tunisian

Government and PAO, from 7 to 11 July 1961, immediately after the Seoond

Conference of African Statisticians. Its principal purpose was to enable

delegates to the Conference to study survey work being carried out in the

host country9 A further siiidy tour was arranged in TUB and Morocco in...

October-November in co-operation with the governments of those countries,

and PAO. Participants in this tour came' from both north and west Africa

and they were able to study the agricultural and labour foroe surveys in

UAB and the national multi-purpose survey in Morocoo as well as the ,

general statistical organisation in both countries. ...

109»v Working groups on efc'-ternal trade statistics and household surveys

were organised in Addis Ataba in November^Deoember. The trade statistics

seminar was inter.dod to facilitate the SCA programme of work in this subject

as well as to promote the comparability^ Qf. j*rade between African countries«

The seminar recommended the adoption of the revised version of the Standard

International Trade Classification by African countries as well as a minimum

geographical classification. Furthermore" 25 countries will be able to

supply EGA with regular information on their trading activities in a Torm

that will .enable, its conversion to standard units and analysis oh a

regivonail basis. The-"object of the household surveys meeting was to prepare

recommendations ofj use-to. countries as a gui'de in developing their survey

programmes. -Houaehold surveys are now becoming widely utilised in Africa

as one of the means for remedying the deficiency in statistical information

about the private sectors of economies and it is important that objectives

and methods should;. bei ol'e.^iyi;Aef&ed and:,.satisfactory organisational ' -

arrangements established, if $g§g£££skh$uof.work in"' "this field are:1ii6"be

fully effective* ■ •■■' ,X ■ -; -■*■■ ■'•■' ■ ■ -■:"i'- • :;'

- i Processing and Fublicatiori of Statis'tioal'Sata '

110. During -196"1 statistical^data for thW ficonomi-c Sulletin for Africa and

for economic studies undertaken by the Secretariat continued to be compiled

and analysed. There was much delay in reoeiving national statistical

publications during I960, but there was some improvement in the quality of
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the statistical data in 1961 with the result that it has now been found

possible to extend the ooverage of the statistical appendix of the Economic

Bulletin. However, lack of comparability between national statistics based

on different systems continues to give rise to difficulties which cannot be

resolved except "by the gradual establishment of uniform standards. It is

hoped that one result of the working group oh trade statistics, referred

to above, will be to give a strong impetus to the promotion of greater

uniformity.

111. The preparation of a handbook on population statistics is under way

and it is intended that this shall be presented in drafts to a seminar 0:1

population problems to be convened in 1962. It is also proposed to use the

report of the household surveys meeting, together with the detailed notes

taken during the discussions, as the basis for a more comprehensive pub

lication on household surveys to be prepared by the Secretariat next year.

112. A mechanical data processing unit is now being installed at the

Secretariat headquarters. It will undertake ad hop processing for countriec

on request and will also be used for demonstration and instructional pur-

'■ poses, The first work which is expeoted to be undertaken by the unit will

•be the analysis Of the population census recently carried out in Addis Ababa

with UN assistance and the analysis of trade statistics which will form a

continuous projector the Secretariat,

l!-: INDUSTRY, TRANSPORT AND NATURAL BBSOURCBS DIVISION ;T

U3« "The work of tlie Industry, Transport and Naturalisesources 'Division

has continued to be severely hampered owing to lack of staff. Sowevsr,

some progress in reoruitment of staff members in:the professional "grader;

waft"1 made during the year. An "electric power engineer and an industrial

economist joined the- SeoretariatHn:'the Spring of 1961, and a chemical

ehgineer'at the end of the year*' A division Director will take up nis

duties in May 1962; he spent a monWin Addis"1 Ababa late in 1961 on loan

from the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Bufbpe, to participate

in drawing up the Division1^ future programme of work and the planning of

recruitment, with a view to building up the strength of the Division during

1962. During the year, work has continued on transport problems and a
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start has "been made in the field of industry, "but it ha3 not yet been

possible to implement the programme on natural resources*

114. Work has started on compiling an inventory of African industries

and this is being ctone in association with the work of the Statistics

Section in surveying and developing industrial and energy statistics*

To facilitate this task, a member of the Division visited Lagos, Accra

and Abidjan. Another member of" the Division attended the first session

of the Economic aid Social Council's Committee for industrial development,

A member of the Division participated in a study tour in Yugoslavia

organized by the Yugoslav Government under the sponsorship of the Bleotrio

Power Commiirtee of the ECE, in the course of which preliminary plans were

made for a Conference on African Energy Resources to which the Secretariat

of the ECE ig expected to contribute. Work ha-g-started in the planning of

and collecting material for studies of individual industries, to be followed

where appropriate by feasibility studies. Considerable progress has been

made on the elaboration of a manual on the preparation and implementation

of investment projects in,: industry and transport,'

115. In response to Commission resolution i;32(III), the first West African

Transport Conference was held in Monrovia from 23 to 27 October 1961. The

main business of the Conference- was t6 discuss' the-'general lines on which a

sub-regional transport network should BS developed; "and the possibility of

standardizing vehicle legislation and signals for traffic using this network.

Tho Conference also considered how its Work Might -"be Sdtttinued. It was

recommended inter alia that it should Se^co'fis'tittited as a permanent body

and that a seminar Should be'v'held with ^nqSHasls on such specific problems

as soil stabilization in roads, concrete ;sTirfac"ing and the use of local

materials. The report of the Conference ^s*submitted to the^fotxrfh

session of the Commission (Document E/CNa4/l'4t)- This study lays stress

on the-need for'concerted action to develop in propeT proportion various

forms of transport,' taking into account that some ;of the countries in the

region have ;a<3o$Bs to the soa and that there is a scarcity of good ports.

It is intended ta'submit this study to aii 'Bast African Transport Conference.
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ECA-FAO JOIN? AGRICULTURE DIVISION

Agricultural progress and developments

116. Assembly and analysis of information on the food and agricultural

situation in Africa continues to1 be restricted 'by lack of up-to-date

publications and other souroe material in Addis Ababa. Recruitment of

staff has also been slow. Nevertheless notes oh agricultural commodities

have been:prepared for the Economic Bulletin for Africa (E/CN,14/125) and

dooumerits prepared for the current session of the Commission on Wild Life

Conservatione&nd Tourism (E/CN.14/12I)j the African Timber Trends Study

".(E/CN.14/l22>and Nutrition and Food Consumption'Levels in Africa

(E/CN.14/126)* Collaboration has been arranged with FAO on The Control

of.-rthw Desert Looust (E/CN.14/136) , Developments in Fisheries Administra

tion (E/CSU14/137) and The Food and Agricultural Situation in Africa

(B/CN*14/l66). The Cooperative Movement iflAfrica (E/CNM4/I33,) was •

prepared by a consultant' engaged jointly for^ the Agriculture Division

and the Community Development Branoh. A.document has also -been prepared

on agricultural project -formulation for the Working Party on Boonomic and

Social Planning and papers are in preparation for the proposed meeting

ofc^ofcmbdity Price Stabilization and for the FAO-SCA Development Centre

o^&'grloultuxal Credit in 1962. ■■■■;■■

117i In connexion with project 21-02, Agricultural Development Progrmmes

and Planning, there are several items to report. Information continues to

be oolleoted on agricultural aevelopment programmes in the countries of

the region-. A staff member of- the Joint Agriculture Division worked

with the government of Tanganyika on agricultural aspects of its Three

Year Development:Plan including projects on tea, irrigation, coffee and'

wattle bark. Discussions were also held In Mozambique on tea schemes, in

Southern Rhodesia on coffee and farm machinery cooperatives and in Northern

Rhodesia on rural development, and on coffee and tea schemes. Reference

is made above to a document on agricultural project formulation and

appraisal for discussion by the SOA Working Party on Economic and Social
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Planning held in January 1962,

118. Attention has also been paid to institutional developments aimed

at improving the conditions of farmers and promoting their transition

to the monetary sector. Work-in the field of rural institutions has

been strengthened by the addition by FAO in 1961 of a Rural Development

Offioer to the staff of.^oint Agriculture Division. A report has been

prepared in aooordanoe with UK General Assembly Resolution 1526(XV-) on

fiscal and financial faotors promoting or obstructing land reform in the

Sudan, The economic aspects of settlement sohemes are also being

examined. Arrangements are in progress to co-sponsor with FAO a Develop

ment Centre on Agricultural Credit for Africa in 1962. Papers are in

preparation for this on the inter-relations-of land.reform and agricultural

credit and on the relations between credit and extension services,

Referenoe has been made above, to the report on the Cooperative Movement

in Africa.

119. The African Timber Trends Study included in project 21-03 is being

handled by; a consultant who is, working closely with FAO Headquarters. .A

report for this, session (e/CN.14/122) points out the lon^term nature of

forest growth and, the nee£ to plan far into the future. Tfce study, there

fore, aims to assess the present level of forest product consumption.i»:

African countries and,■ *o B.rojeot future requirements; in-1975 and the year

2000 as a guide to forest development programmes*; Detailed questionnaires

have been worked out and have been distributed to the countries of the

region, most of which, with guidanoe and some assistance from the BOA and

FAO Secretariats, have stated .their interest in conducting the survey. /

It is; hoped that,national forest services, in some oases with the help

of statistical services, and outside experts, will be &le to complete the

field work in Individual countries by mid-1962 and the final report, oan

■be, available to governments of the region in.
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and Consumption of Agricultural Produota

120. The examination of recent trends in the level and directions of

agricultural exports continues to Redeveloped in relation to'commodity

studies eVg. for ;the ECA Bulletin (B/OT,l4/l25), ':' ''

121. ■■'■■ To pursue earlier contributions to the marketing of crops'and ' '

livestock a livestock survey is' b^ing conducted jointly with the Bthiopian

Government and PAO experts in southern Ethiopia with a view to ascertaining

supplies available for export. This complements a wider survey of the'

region-made in I960 by no which had culminated'in the African Livestock '
and Meat Marketing Centre obsponsored by PAO and BOA, ' '

122. Work has also commenced on the role of marketing boards and other

marketing brgani^tibns in promoting' 'and regulating t£e"handlingd<if ""~*''''

agricultural1 commodities. At present this project is 'direct a't"the"" "
internal Stabilization of prices^f'export commodities in ooordination"

with project 03-10. Commodity Studies are also being conducted^ ^^

oooDera-tion from PAO on groundnuts, vegetable oils, long staple ^p^onT"""
coffee, 0000a and sisal for a projected meeting on commodity price

stabilizaiion in accordance with Resolution 25(111)*' '

123- iDeflblenoies in tihe level and composition of diets in the" regipn
have b6Sh further defined iby the findings of a consultant on food balance "

sheets who visited nine Afrisan countries in l96Oand presented his report,

in 1961. The data have been made available to PAO for use in the Third

World Pood Survey being prepared as part of the Freedom from Hunger Campaign.

A representative of the Joint Agriculture Division participated actively in
the Fourth Inter-Afrioan Conference on■ Tro* malnutrition held at Dpuala,

Came*oun Republic, in September I96l.- Document B/cN.14/126 draws attention

to the ■fUationships between malnutrition "and economic development" and '

the narttdW account of nutritional factors in national development .'. .' '
programines. '"" '"■ " ' ■
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Assistance' arid Advisory Services in -thg- field- -of

124/ Technical assistance in the field of agriculture, to African countries

from the Expanded Technical Assistance Programme and Special Fund is chan

nelled through FAO Headquarters. Under,projeot 23-01, the. Joint Agriculture

Division continues to be consulted on proposed programmes and is lifcely .to

be involved in the 1963r-64 EPTA. programming operation. Contact is maintained

with FAO experts in agricultural planning and marketing in African countries

and reports are received from regional forestry and fisheries offioers in.

the African and Near East Regional Offices of FAO. r . ; ..

125. References has been made above to the .direct assistance given to the

government of Tanganyika and some neighbouring governments on tea, coffee

and other development projects and to assistance to Ethiopia. rin a, livestook

survey. Plans are also under consideration for assisting in an economic ,;

survey of game for tourism, meat and other purposes in Bast Africa. Land.

reform in Bthiopia has been the subject of discussions with offioials of .

the Planning Board and some literature has been supplied* An officer of _

the Joint Division participated in the Third Meeting of the FAO Desert. .

Locust Sub-Committee for Eastern Africa which discussed arrangements for. the

oreation of an inter—governmental oontrcl organization to embrace t£e

funo-fcions of the Desert Locust Survey.and ensure effective control over

locust plagues in the north eastern sub-region of Africa. . .

COMMUNITY KffVELOPMEETT BRANCH, r . . ., : ■ ,.

' 'Community Development . . ; ■

126. The programme of work in the field of Community Development stems.,

largely from decisions "taken at the second session of the Commissipni

recommendations made by the Workshop) on Community .Development held in

Addis Ababa in 1959; and the workshop on Family and Child Welfare ^eli,.,, ,

in Accra in November i960. Commission Resolution 36(lll) requested the

Bxeoutive Seoretary to convene each year a Standing Committee of experts

on social welfare and community development. The first session of the

Standing Committee has been convened to meet from 5 to 13 February 1962.
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The main objective of this Committee is to enable planners, administrators

and'technical experts on social welfare, community development andi urbaniza

tion to-exchange information and experience on national programmes■ A

number, of studies have been submitted to the Standing Committee•i' The ;

Standing:Committee's report will be submitted -to the Commission (Document

,B/CN.14/142 )<- , ■: ; ■ ■■ .

127*. As part, of. a general survey of community development in Africa

-(project.3l#Q2), a member of the.Secretariat carried out a study of com

munity development in Mali at the request of the Gove.?nment, with apeoial

reference to Mutual Aid Societies (B/CK.14/SWCD/12). The report describes

rural development .programmes from the standpoint of community development,

the relationship of ooramunity to economic development, central and looal

community services, community structures and financing of and recruitment

of personnel in community development programmes. . . '■■.,.

128.... A clearing house on community development and sooial welfare was

established -.within BGA (project 31.03); As a start, documentation on . ;

community development, spoial-welfare and the provision of training

facilities is being collected and .distributed* With the recruitment to

the Secretariat of a specialist in this field, the activities of the

olearing house will now develop,, - .-; .■■;..

1 ■■ ■■■ —'■ -■-...-■ ■ • -■.■--

1?*'-. ?°Qifr asPeots of economi? development (e/GN.14/,SWGD/2)

R,.ejpqrts-aP,f the two workshops op. Low Cost Housing (B/CN.14/StfCD/4) and
draining'in Community IJevelopment (e/CN.14/SWCD/5)

e organization and administration of sooial welfare services in

Africa (E/CN.14/SWCD/?) "-r: : . .

Sooial welfare and urbanization (E/ciT.*-14/sWCD/8)

.yrTbanizatipn in tropical Africa (b/cN«14/SWCI3/9) ...
Study on the Applicability of Community Development techniques to '

Addis Ababai. with special reference to social welfare services'-&6&

housing, (jfij/CJT.14/SWCD/lO-) . . . . . .... ,r..,

^ Progress. Report fox. I961/62 and the work programme for 1562/63^^,
the Commission in community development, sooial welfare and allied
activities (E/CIM4/SWCD/ll) __„._
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-129.f -;;Ami.part. of. ;the-stua^ of the applioability of community development

\ tecfenqies to: urban-areas; in Africa, a contract has "been::signed with the

University College of AddissAbaba to make a-social -surveysof the oity of;

Addis Ababa, in cooperation with the Municipality and representatives^ of.■

the Mitiistries of Social Welfare.^. . Bdouation: and Healthy;and the School"of

Social Work, A survey of six selected communities in Addis Ababa has been

made*"arid chapters have been drafted' on housing education,^household' V;-

economlosy the composition of the family, migration and community develop

ment-welfare services- One chapter on the applicability, of community< ■

development techniques to urban areas'has been prepared at the request of

the Commission, giving'ipafticular- emphasis to; housing and social welfare

services* This Chapter* together * with a summary of the whole report, has

been oixottla-fced to fche^Standing Committee on Social Welfare and Community

Development (B/CN.14/SWCP/lO). ■■ • ■■■ ■ .:■ ■ : ;° - -M

130. As requested by Commission resolution 37(Hi)'j partiOular emphasis

is being given to an exaiaination of the relationship "between community

development'and eoonomia- development (projeot 31.12■)•'"■ "A" preliminarys'-r r;

paper bas^een prepared taking Ghana, Nigeria and the Ivory; Coast as -' "

examples (;E/£3J>Ti4/l44J). A training course for national supervisory and

administrative personnel engaged in community development was held In

Dakar 1 to 30 November 1961 (project 41.04)v" Particular emphasis"ma "

given to the effects of various ecohomid and social systems in West African

countries'j1 "to the co-oi?din4"ti6n;, of c6mmunity with general' development and

the role of social welfare services, especially for children.-' Further

tr^rir^ courses will be hold in other sub-regions'Tof Afrioa.. ;

■""■ 'Social '^J

131, At the request of 'the third ^Ws^ion 6t .the Commission, and on the

recommendation of a Workshop held dn-Accra in I960, a meeting^of .experts

on the organization and administration of social welfare1 services will be

oonvenedr;in Abidjan,'Ivory'Coast;' from ll to 21 April 1?6"2 (project'32.05).

1/ The final report on the training course has been circulated

(B/CN,14/SWCD/5)
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The preliminary purpose of the meeting is to consider the scope and

content of' social welfare services and the factors affecting the develop

ment of social welfare programmes; the organization of sooial welfare

services, with special reference to the respective roles of central

government, local government and voluntary organizations, the co

ordination of social welfare services, including their relationship

to government programmes in, for example, health, education and in the

labour field, recruitment and training, both in-service and professional,
and financing*

132. A contribution has been mado to a paper on social welfare services

and urbanization, to be submitted to the Workshop to be held in April 1962,

with particular stress on welfare services for families and children.

There has been close co-operation with UITICEP offices in Africa, working

on projects requiring UNICEP aid to social welfare services. Projects

of this kind are in operation or have been planned in Ethiopia, the Ivory
■ Coast, Kenyaj Senegal, Uganda and the UAEU

Allied Activities

133. A Workshop on Low-cost Housing and Community Facilities within

Community Development prograrrmes in Africa was hold in Tunis from 9 to

22 October 1961, with participants from 16 countries (project 33.01.1.

This was organized jointly by the EGA and the Department of Economic; and

Sooial Affairs, and the participants were primarily housing experts and

community development administrators, The report of the Workshop has

been circulated to the Commission (B/CN.14/SWCD/4),

134. A study on theco-operative movement in Africa has been completed

(project 33-02) in consultation with tho Economic and Sooial Affairs
Department at Headquarters, FAO, ILO and UHE300. It has been circulated

to the fourth session of the Commission (fl/Cff.14/133).. The Executive

Secretary wishes to draw the attention of the Commission to chapters. 5

and 6 of the report en co-operative promotion and training, and on

probable developments in the next 10 years. These chapters should be

considered as background to the possibility of establishing co-operative
training centres in Africa.
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-TKAEOTG ACTIVITES

135; Some1 of the training activities' carried out "by the BOA during

the year have been referred to in preceding paragraphs, since they form

part of larger projects. In the following paragraphs, a "brief account

is given of other training activities.

136, The training' centres mentioned'under the heading "Statistical

Survey of Africa" represent the outcome, so far, of the policy explained

in paragraphs 106 to 103 of the report to the third session of the

Commission, Owing to the differing needs of sub-regions the centres

established on a continuing basis in Accra, Addis Ababa and Rabat, which

began operating in October, are not all at the same educational level.

The first tvo ar© for tho training of statistical staff who possess

secondary school eduoatiori, the courses being of about nine months

duration; the'Rabat centre ic for trainees at university level and the

length of-the courses will be two to three years, A fourth oentre, to

serve French-speaking trainees from the countries of west and equatorial

Africa, is in the sourss of being organized.

137..-. The suramor vacation course on household budget surveys, held in

Libreville in August-September, was not foreshadowed in the report to

the third session cf th3 Commission* It was organized as a joint under

taking rby the Government of France, the Government of Gabon and the

United Nations, with the co-operation of FAO< Its purpose was to provide

an advanced type of training for university students of a suitable level

(some of whom may oxpect to occupy responsible positions in their

countries' public service at an early date) in the operation of household

survey programmes applicable in Afrioan oonditionsc

,5,-38, Ln accordance with a rocommendation of the second Conference of

African Statisticians it is proposed that regional co-operation in the

fiel<L-,of statistics should be concentrated on the establishment of

additional: training facilities.in_1962.: As already mentioned, the ' ■ ■■■

mechanical; processing unit for r3S3arch and demonstration, purposes '"

(project 41-03j ■,c}j.is, now in procoss of installations " : --' ■ ' ' -■ ■
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139. ^accordance with resolution I7(ll) and project 41-06 Approved

by the third session, a summer course on African economic development

was held in .Addis Ababa.from 17 Juiy to 8 September 1961/ This course

was organized jointly by the ECA secretariat and the United States

International Co-operation Administrations The faculty.contested of

two American professors, two professors from English speaking universities
and one professor from, a French-.speaking university in Afrioa. Moreover,

staff members of the secretariat, took part in- tiie teaching. The partici-

.. ;pants - 27 in number, from 13 English and feench'speaking universities

and university colleges in the African region:- were stuaorvts-cf Economics

entering their final year at university. The objective of the course was

to provide an intensive: prcg^me of lectures, combined with discussions
v3Rd reading, in the major problems of economic and social' development
planning in Afrioan countries. .■■■■■

140. ■ Some problems were encountered, stemming chiefly from' differences
in th* levels^ kttowledge-of the participants, but the end results were
encouraging. The students fiad an opportunity to acquaint themselves with

the moxe-refined tools'used in planning^ to discuss the possibility of

their application in their respective' countries. They recognised similari

ties and differences in the economic and social development in countries
throughout the region and they were able to^orm a clearer picture of the

development problems, objectives and policies pursued in various'^buntries

of Africa. The educational value of the' emphasis on the applioation of

academic economics to concrete problems of economic development in the

-Mgtan/mB clearly demonstrated, while the bilingual nature of the'course

alao helped the students to make some pfogreWs in'theirknowledge of the

other language.. The students and the teachers 'unanimously recommended

that summer courses of a similar nature should be repeated in future years,

but it was generally agreed that the length of the course should be some

what reduced and the teaching concentrated on a narrower range of subjects.
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141. Within the framework of a new project launohed by the UN Office

of. Public Information, in close co-operation with the regional commissions

to help in the professional training of journalists from Latin America,

Asia and Africa, a special programme was organized by the EC£ secretariat

for, thre^.o.ournalists from Afrioan countries in September 19^1- The three

Afrioan journalists from Ghana, Ethiopia and UAE (Egypt)"respectively,

were briefed intensively by research' workers from the secretariat, and

by United Nations-: technical assistance officials and experts in Ethiopia

on. the problem© of economic and:social development and technioal assistance

in.the African region.

In-Servioe Training . .

142• The Executive Secretary reported to the. third session (document

E/CN.14/185) on in-servica training as requested by resolution l6(ll).

As part of this programme,, arrangements,.were made for the training of two

Afrioan economists in l°-6l/62, one with ECS and another, with ECAFB'. For

the period 1962/63 the secretariats of ECE ani.-SGAFE have agreed to take

two and one trainees, respectively. The Executive Secretary of the BCA

has invited seven member and associate member.governments to nominate

candidates- He also intends to start an in-service training programme

at ECA Headquarters in the course .of 1962. ■- :

143. At the end of February., 1961 twelve participants in the Fourth

Training Programme for African Economists at UU Headquarters-visited Addis

Ababa, where they were., intensively briefe&.op.economic and. sopial problems

of the region, as well as on the work of ECA by Jieads of- sections and

senior officials from the Secretariat.. .The .fifth training programme

opened at UN Headquarters in September 1961. Eighteen participants

from both the English and French speaking.countries of Africa are taking

part# ........ . ■ ■■■■■- . p ■■■"- -1- ■ ' "
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• ■',:'■■ Fellowships: .end Scholarships : , r.

144... In t^e academic ;year. 1961-1^6:2 the governments of the^ Netherlands,

Portugal and Poland offered;a:inumber of fellowships and scholarships to

^embers and; associate members., of the Commission, and. one fellow was placed

in ajLisbon. university. For the -year.,1362-1963 the Netherlands have

offered^tenan^, Portugal two fellowships respectively and Poland five

scholarships.!rThe ExecutiveSecretary has sent invitations .to .all.-■

member.and associate member goyernmonts for the nomination of candidates.

C* •Relations with speciaiized agencies and other organization
~'"'\ '' ' SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

agenciesvand other..organiaaUons

^T? ^.^!^K^!.^ secj;ionTof thU report In..,,,■.
oonneiionwiti other project^ refer'to :some

ad^^O^1it^^ s^ describe the relates ;.,. ■
du^ine -th«f yoiw^dar review.,!

•Organization 6lL'OV

-, Co-^eratiqn has coaMnued-to; develop, between the OokmOsion and

thevJI^O, -The lLOahas .participated^ in a number of projeots ±k the fields

o£v social, resaaroh and.aoimntinity. development, and statistidsi' e.g. in a

: reaonnat^saAce^ misslman preparation of the workshop on ttrtanizatioh,

in the workshop on low-cost housing and community facilities,'and the1

standing comai-ttee. on social welfaro and community development and'the

;,cmeeting::on;rhpHsehold.-surrvejtB held: in Addis -Ababa in Beoeiber 1961^^ "

..Liaison:has be.en,;established with ILO in the BOA training acHiv£'tles;'in
ri\he field of statistics. ; , .v. . ■ . ' .

Feted and A^picuituje 'Organization of the United Nations \

147# Clo^se Working relationships are maintained wiLth PAO through the
BCA-SI^*-Joiiiif A^icultureDivision' which was'established in 1?59 in

aoobrdanoe 'wiWra mekorandum 6f understanding between" theExeoutive

Seoretaxyan^4;hVl)irictbr-Geheral of FAO- Collaboration has taken

several: forms," including an arrangement to co-sponsor'a Idevelopment
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Centre on Agricultural:'Credit now "being prepared for May 1962 in

Addis'Ababa* The Joint Division has also "been represented at the FAO

Seminar on the Uses of Agricultural Census and Survey Data in Nairobi

in August 1961 and at"the Fourth Inter-Afrioan Conference on Pood and

Nutrition at Douala in September 196*1- FAO has contributed documents

to the fourth session of ECA on the food and agricultural situation

(E/CN.14/16"6*) and on control of the desert locust (b/cN.14/136") •

148. Joint arrangements covering the cost of salary and travel have

been made to engage.consultants on price stabilization measures for,

groundnuts and on a livestock survey in Ethiopia, An ECA consultant is

working on the. African Timber Trend Study (Project 21-03) with the

Forestry, Division.at FAO Headquarters. The Commodities. Division of FAD

is assisting in the preparation of a .number of Commodity. .Studies for a

proposed meeting on prioe. stabilization in 1962. . t. ; ■ ....

149* , The addition by FAO of a senior full time rural development offioer

to the Joint Division in 1961 has greatly strengthened the work on rural

credit and extension and has provided oloaer integration between the

■#rogramme of the' Community Development Branch of the EGA Secretariat and

work In this field being conducted at FAO Headquarters, A marketing

offioer has also been supplied in 196*1 on a temporary "basis by FAO to

work on price stabilization questions, A permanent post has "been created

fer 1962.- ■■■ '■■

150. ~: Liaison continues to he maintained with the African and Near Bast

Regional Offices of FAO, and the Chief of the Joint Agriculture1 Division

^'attended the 11th session of the FAO Conference in Rome in November 196*1 •

151* Co-operation has continued to develop "between the Commission and

the FAO in the field- of agricultural statistics., The FAO regional

statistician for Africa, stationed at ECA headquarters took part in.

statistical study, tours, conferences and meetings organized by ECA and

assisted .in the programme of th§ statistical training centre at Addis

Ababa, Close working relationships have maintained/between regional

statistical advisers appointed by ECA and FAO in their programmes of

travel and direct advisory services.
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152. The Statistics Division of FAO has assisted :in the development of
the questionnaire to be used for the.sample survey of wood utilisation

teing carried out in connexion with the African Timber Trends' Study.

Statistical adders to .governments in Africa are ;also collaborating in
the field surveys which involve the sampling of individual households.
Liaison has also been established between FAO and EGA in the latter's
training activities in tho field of Statistics.

United; Nations Educational j ..Scientific and Cultura1 ^,,^^^^^

153. UNESCO has participated in a number of projects in the field,
of social research and community development, including the reconnaissance
mission for the Workshop on Urbanization and. the Standing Committee on
Social Welfare and Community Development, The principal project carried

out during the year with UffiSCO was the jointly, organised Conference- .<*

African States on the Development ofBducation in Africa, Liaison also
exxsts between *CA and OTESCO in the former's training activities in the
field of Statistics. " '

Intgrnational_Bank for Heconstruction_and Development (imp)
and the

154. Both organizations have contributed papers to the "fourth session
of the Commission under item 12 of the agenda (international Assistance
to Afrxoa) In addition tha IBED submitted a document to the Working
Party on Economic and Social Bevelopment held in January 1962.

World Health Ot^.hj aation (WHO)

155. WHO participated in a number of EGA projects in the sphere of

social research and community development, including the preparation for
the Workshop on Urtaaiaatlon and the standing ^^ on Sociai ^

and Community Dovelcpm.nt. Liaison has also been established with «H0
in the training activities of the BCA in the field of statistics.
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Interim';Commlssion of the International Trade Organization

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (IOITO/GATT)

156. Valuable assistance was provided by ICITO/GATT in drafting the

questionnaire used for the preparation of the study on Problems of Customs

Administration in West Africa and this organization participated in the

Working Party on Customs Administration in West Africa whioh was held in

Dakar in October I961. Arrangements have been made for cooperation >

between the ICITO/GATT and the Commission in organizing training.courses

in trade promotion in 1962, ;.

Special Fund ■:.• ■■.= •"-

15T» Relations with the Speoial Fund consistedmainly, of appraisal

aticL. oommont on projects proposed for Special Fund financing, within the

region,

•-'-•''" Other Intergovernmental Organizations , ,

158« In aobordanoe with paragraph 13 of its terms of reference^ >the :

Commissibii has continued to keep in close, touoh with the Conference of A

Independent African States, the Economic Committee of the League of-

Arab States, and the Commission for Technical Co—operation in Africa

South of the Sahara (CCTA) through inter-changes at Secretariat level.




